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Student arrested for arson
Nicholas Lollini
lollinin@seattlen. edu
At 6:56 a.m. on Thursday, Dec. 1, 2005,
as most residents slept, Jeffery A. Olson,
a resident of Campion Hall, ignited a
bulletin board in the hallway of the sixth
floor.
The board, located between two el-
evators, was covered with cardboard and
paper attachments, and was soon engulfed
in flames, setting offfire alarms and filling
the hall with smoke.
"I heard people in the hallway say 'Oh
shit, it's real,' and I smelled smoke," said
Christopher Bray, Olson's former room-
mate.
However, he added, "It was only be-
cause it was all cardboard and paper, so
it generated a lot of smoke. It was really
unexpected."
As alarms sounded on both the sixth and
seventh floors of Campion Hall, residents
evacuated via the North and South fire
escapes with the assistance offloor R.A.s,
as well as Public Safety, who responded
to the incident.
Mike Sletten, manager of the Depart-
ment of Public Safety at Seattle Univer-
sity, said, "As we arrived on the scene
R.A.s were evacuating the floor. Public
Safety assisted [with the evacuation], and
confirmed to 911 that there was indeed a
fire source."
"Public Safety was wonderful; they
were there in two minutes. I've worked on
numerous other campuses, and very rarely
is anyone ever caught," said Rob Kelly,
vice president of Student Development.
Seattle Fire Department units began
arriving on the scene at approximately
7:00 a.m.
Helen Fitzpatrick, Seattle Fire Depart-
ment spokesperson, said, "Investigators
reported $2,000 ofstructural damage and
fire investigators determined that it was a
case of arson."
Bert Burchette
Structural damage due to the fire on the sixth floor of Campion Hall.
Admin marks new year with changes
Kevin Himeda
himedak@seattleu. edu
Widespread changes in fac-
ulty and strategy in the highest
echelons ofSeattle University's
administration have been taking
place.
Dr. John Eshelman, the sec-
ond-hand man to President
Stephen Sundborg, has been
removed from his position as
executive vice president to a
temporary role as vice presi-
dent for Finance and Business
Affairs.
The displacement marks the
completionofnearly 30 years of
serviceto Seattle University, the
last 24 ofwhich have been spent
on the executive team.
Eshelman plans to go on a
one-year sabbatical, a period of
leave from work for research,
study or travel that is usually
granted to college professors
every seven years.
"There has been no single
person who has done more for
the university than John has,"
said Sundborg, "but he had to
make the determination for
when he'd stop, have a time for
renewal, and then come back
to teach."
And coming back is what Es-
helman fully intends to do.
"It's been 24 years since I
have been in the classroom,"
he said. "I not only need to do
catching up in economics, but I
need to catch up in how to teach
it. Technology has changed
dramatically."
Eshelman's departure has cre-
ated not only a vacancy in the
position, whoseresponsibilities
encompassed all university
departments, but also created
an opportunity for structural
change.
"A lot my effort has been
directed externally," Sundborg
said. "I needto bring in resourc-
es from outside the university,
and I'm the only one who can
do it. But doing so means that
I became a little too separated
from what is happening within
the university."
The need to be more con-
nected with academics and the
students in particular prompted
Sundborg to place the provost,
William Sullivan, alongside the
executive vice president, so that
the realm ofacademia now can
report directly to him, rather
than through the executive vice
president.




said Sundborg. "In those three
areas, we're trying to find a way
to bring what they do together,
so that it does the most for the
student experience."
Becky Lawrence
Tim Leafy sits in his office after being promoted to senior vice president.
Seattle nears record
with dreary weather
SEATTLE (AP) - Tuesday was the 23rd con-
secutive day of measurablerain as Seattle nears
a record notable even in this city famous for its
wet, gray weather.
The ground is so saturated that mudslides on
Tuesday halted Amtrak service, blocked part of
a major highway and chased residents out of a
University of Washington fraternity annex in
Seattle. No injuries were reported.
With more rain forecast over the next several
days, Seattle could break a record set in 1953.
The city saw 33 days in a row of measurable
precipitation then - the most since the National
Weather Service office started tracking rainfall
herein 1931.
"Usually we have a few days of rain and one
ortwo days ofcloudy and dreary days and then it
rains again, and that's the way it goes," weather
service meteorologist Johnny Burg said Monday.
"We're not getting our dry days in between -just
having one system follow another."
A trace of rain fell Dec. 18, which doesn't
count as "measurable." The real wet weather
started the following day.
An additionalhalf-inch ofrain fell early Tues-
day, Day 23. That's on top of nearly 18 inches
that fell from October, when the weather service's
"weather year" began, through Monday. It puts
the city more than 2 inches above normal and
well above this time last year, when the city had
11 inches.
Mudslides in at least two places halted Amtrak
passenger train service early Tuesday between
Vancouver, British Columbia, and Portland, Ore.,
officials said. Buses carried Amtrak passengers
around blockages and replaced commuter trains
between Seattle and Everett. It was the second
disruption in the area in a week.
Another mudslide blocked a northbound lane
on Interstate 5 in the Nisqually area, state of-
ficials said.
In Seattle, a mudslide made a retaining wall
bulge at a fraternity annex north of the univer-
sity. Firefighters evacuated five residents and cut
electricity to the building.
It was miserable in the mountains, too. Fore-
casters said heavy, windblown snow in the
Cascades would continue through Tuesday, with
about a foot falling every 12 hours. The Olympic
Mountains also were getting slammed, with 6
to 11 inches predicted every 12 hours through
Tuesday afternoon.
Seattle natives often joke that it's easy to spot
the tourists and transplants when it's raining
because they're the ones using umbrellas.
Not Nora Bailey, who moved to Seattle from
France about 10 years ago. Bailey said the rain
doesn't bother her as much as the unyielding
grayness.
"It's been a little depressing, but you know,
what are you going to do?" the 32-year-old said
as she ate at a Pike Place Market bakery.
Richard Comer, 43, who moved to Seattle
from the Fresno, Calif., area four years ago,
went without a raincoat Monday. Cleopatra, the
pit bull-lab that kept him company, wore a yel-
low slicker.
"I'm getting pretty used to it, so I don't really
notice it that much anymore," Comer said.
Ryan Rector, who works at the Pike Place
Market seafood counter, wonders if the rain is
bumming people out.
"I do notice the people that come in are kind of
dragging ... as opposed to when it's sunny in the
summer, you know. People are always coming
in laughing, smiling."
Though Seattle is famous for its rain, the city's
average annual rainfall from 1970 to 2000 was
37.07 inches, compared with 49.71 inches for
New York City.see New Faces... Page 5




G.O.P. facade giving way to ugly reality
In the last 30 years, the Republican Party I
has been known for its loyalty to its mem-
bers. A sense of unity existed for the sur-
vival ofthe entire party, even though some
members always disagreed. However, the
once strong national party built upon mo-
rality, religion and ethical patriotism, has
now become a gang founded on mistrust,
disloyalty and a betrayal of the American
people.
Even Tom DeLay (R-TX), also known
as "The Hammer" for his enforcement of
party discipline, has become a contradiction
to the values of his own party. But should
we be surprised by this? Although DeLay
insists he is a born-again Christian, he continues
to strong arm party constituents and conduct
controversial business deals including misappro-
priation of funds and violation of election laws.
Only recently has he been held accountable for his
unethical actions, an outcome that is disintegrating
the core values of the Republican Party.
However, DeLay is not the only problem within
the Republican Party. With revelations of domes-
tic spying, the consequences of the Abramoff
trial, and the continued loss of life in Iraq, not
to mention the total disregard and mismanage-
ment of FEMA, the Republican Party is losing
] the very foundation that it was built upon
- credibility.
1 The Republicans were carried into power
in both Congress and the White House
I on the promise of lower taxes, controlled
spending, effective management and pro-
fessionalism, reduced focus on foreign
affairs, and more attention to the needs
of working Americans. They promised to
replace the smoke-filled rooms that char-
acterized years ofDemocratic domination
ofCongress with a Contract with America.
That contract has ultimately left us with
extraordinary deficits, a military stretched
J to its limit by foreign adventurism with
little to show for it, and corruption at the
highest levels of government.
For centrist-minded Democrats, Republicans,
Independents and others that have lost faith in the
Republican revolution, where are the Democratic
leaders to craft a new direction? AWI - Absent
Without Ideas?
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Kevin Curley, Canda Harbaugh and Nicholas Lollini. Signed commentaries reflect the
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the spectator
Three part government only solution
William Crane
cranew@seattleu.edu
With last month's Iraq elec-
tionsand the dawning of a new
year, the hope existed that the
violent insurgency would wind
down since the three major eth-
nic and religious groups voted in
large numbers. However, as the
facts last week demonstrated, the
need for a new plan on how to
govern is sorely needed.
The idea of a democratic,
stable Iraq seems further
away now than it had before
the most recent elections.
The call forAmerican troop
withdrawals comes at a
time when civil war is not a
distantpossibility, but looks
more and more like a clear
probability.
One solution to prevent a
possible civil war is to cre-
ate three, semi-independent
states under a weak federal
government similar to the
split ofpower implemented
in Bosnia. Iraq will not
survive as a republic with
limited local power and a
strong central government _
in Baghdad. A three-person
presidency in Baghdad with
limited oversight over therest of
the country would serve a greater
purpose than that of a strong
central government.
A major reason for this need
ofsemi-independent states is that
Kurdistan in the north of Iraq
gained de-facto independence
in 1991 and has had a relatively
stablegovernment for thepast 15
years. However, ifKurdistan be-
came a fully independent state, it
wouldbring with itanother slew
of unanswered questions. The
Kurds have sizeable communi-
ties in Turkey, Iran and Syria,
and none of these governments
have shown any support for an
independent Kurdistan. The
threat of invasion by Turkey
wouldbe a distinct possibility if
full independence is achieved.
Creating a loose union of
independent states within Iraq
would allow for a system which,
while not perfect, would allow
for more freedom than a strong
central government.
To understand the current
problems faced in Iraq, one must
also look at the creation of Iraq
in 1921 by theBritish occupation
forces. After the fall of the Otto-
man Empire at the end ofWorld
War I, Britain occupied Iraq and
after a bloody insurgency, creat-
ed Iraq out ofthe three Ottoman
provinces. The reason for this
creation was not that these three
provinces wanted to be united,
but they were united due to the
fact that they were all British
possessions. This unwillingness
toward unification should be
taken into account.
Today, the main issues facing
Iraq are not long-standing ethnic
or religious conflicts. The very
basics of life are still the main
problems facing many Iraqis.
The need fora stable economy, a
fair justice system and domestic
security are the most necessary
conditions for peace in Iraq.
These can be achieved faster
and more effectively by imple-
menting regional autonomous
governments than a central
government.
Iraq will find peace once the
needs of its citizens are taken
into account. Three republics
mustbe ableto take care ofthese
needs while also respecting one
another. Astrong central govern-
ment in Baghdad would inevi-
tably be run by one of the three
majorethnic groups, most likely
the Shiites, given therecent elec-
tion results. Ethnic animosities
could be used to deny major
segments ofthe Iraqi population
a stable and peaceful life.
Instead of advocating for a
strong central government in
Baghdad, the United States
should advocate for a united
Iraq similar to Bosnia. After the
breakup ofYugoslavia in 1991,
Bosnia plunged into a civil
war, which killed an estimated
200,000 people across theregion
and displaced many more from
their homes.
At the Dayton Accords in
1995, the United States was
able to negotiate the end of the
civil war. Part of the agreement
created two republics inside a
united Bosnia, the Serb Repub-
lic and the Muslim/Croatian
republic.
More than 10 years later,
Bosnia has been steadi-
ly rebuilt and has been




now has relative peace
and can look forward
to applying European
Union membership with-
in the next decade as well
as formally uniting the
republic under a central
government.
A loose federation of
sovereign states in Iraq
will allow the nation to
rebuild, reconstruct, and
heal the wounds of a
— bloody insurgency. While
not perfect, three autonomous
regions would allow for the
reconstruction to become more
effective and accomplish its goal
of improving the lives of Iraqi
citizens more rapidly.
Once these needs are taken
care of and peace is enjoyed,
then issues ofunification should
be discussed. Creating a unified
Iraq must come willingly from
the Iraqi people, andnot be im-
posed by a central government
or foreign powers.
In order to look toward the
future, we must learn from the
mistakes made in the past and
improve upon them.
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What it means to be a Democrat
Jim Quigg
Guest Columnist
Are you a Democrat? Why? Ifyour an-
swers are "Yes" and"Because 1 hate Bush",
this column is for you. If those aren't your
answers, "Welcome to Seattle University.
Please enjoy your visit."
Like most college campuses, SU leans left
politically. Do you ever wonderwhat you're
voting for when you vote Democrat? Please
count how many of the following statements
you agree with to see if you're at home in
today's Democratic Party.
1. The government should grow bigger to
protect Americans from greedy corporations
who care about profit, not people.
2. Taxes should be raised on the rich be-
cause the rich don't pay their fair share.
3. The nine members of the US Supreme
Court, not individual state legislatures,
should determine social issues such as abor-
tion, euthanasia and medicinal marijuana.
4. Vouchers and charter schools waste
dollars that should go to the under-funded
public education system.
5. EPA regulations should be expanded to
save the environment from businesses who
exploit our planet's fragile resources.
6. The war on terrorism is not served by
propping up Bush's puppet regime in Iraq,
and the troops should come home now.
7. The transportation department's pur-
pose is to compel rider-ship on monorails,
trains, ferries and commuter lanes, not to
relieve traffic congestion.
8. EveryAmerican is entitled to universal
healthcare, regardless ofits discouraging ef-
fect on the innovationof new medicines.
9. US taxpayers shouldprovide amajority
of the funding for the United Nations' mis-
sion of global harmony and equality.
10. Allowing workers to invest part of
their paycheck into mutual funds instead of
Social Security will unnecessarily bankrupt
an unquestionably sound system which
enables our elderly to enjoy their golden
years.
11. Background checks and waiting pe-
riods for gun purchases protect people and
do not violate the Constitution.
12. Gay people should enjoy the same
rights and privileges as straight people.
13. The death penalty is an indefensible
punishment that risks killing innocent peo-
ple while barely deterring more crime.
I agreed with those last three too. How did
you do? Did you find yourselfdiffering with
many of those statements? Most? You're
not alone; many Democratshave abandoned
the Party that abandoned them. As a result,
Republicans now control all threebranches
ofgovernment. Democrats shouldbe stirred
to actionby the Republican's misuse of their
new power.
Three appalling examples ofhow power
has corrupted the Republicans include:
1.Countless pork projects, most notably a
bridge to an empty island in Alaska;
2. Abuse of Congressional authority in
a misguided attempt to intervene in Terry
Schaivo's death; and
3. The insulting appointments ofBush's
imminently unqualified friends, Michael
Brown and Harriet Myers, to warm chairs
at FEMA and the Supreme Court.
Historically, Democrats have provided a
much-needed balance to the homophobes,
militiamen and corporate fat cats who pull
purse strings in the GOP. But today's Demo-
cratic leadership is alienating reasonable
liberals who cannot stomach the derisive
mantra of MoveOn.org and the ACLU.
GoodDemocrats are disheartened thatunion
bosses and trial lawyers have high-jacked
their once mainstreamparty.
Before their party disappears into the
dustbin of history beside the Whigs and
Naderites, clear-thinking Democrats must
reposition their platform toward "the
middle" in consideration of the following
realities:
TAXES: Claiming that therich "don'tpay
their fair share"is laughable considering that
the wealthiest 20 percent pay 82.5 percent
of total federal income taxes.
EDUCATION: Expecting that the teach-
er's unions will rescue the failing public
education system if we just entrust the
unions with more money is like expecting
that a burning monorail that has crashed off
its tracks can carry more passengers if its
wheels would just spin faster.
HEALTHCARE: Nationalizing health-
care will discouragepharmaceutical compa-
nies from inventing new medicines and will
chase away America's finest doctors
IRAQ: Abandoning Iraq's fledgling de-
mocracy now will embolden the terrorists
and tellAmerica's allies never again to count
on our support. Furthermore, America is not
"occupying" Iraq. As we did for
Japan, South Korea and the former Soviet
states, we will battle the tyrants, wewill help
the people stand on their own and then we
will go home.
FDR, Truman, and Kennedy were great
Democrats who stood up against despots
like Hitler, Hirohito and Stalin to free the
world from tyranny. Today's great Demo-
crats must now stand up against Howard
Dean to free their party from extremism.
Only then will Democrats contend for the
hearts and minds ofAmerica's indispensable
independents. Only then will more people
feel welcome in the People's Party.
Historically, Democrats
have provided a much-
needed balance to the ho-
mophobes, militiamen and
corporate fat cats who pull
purse strings in the GOP.
Future of Road Map uncertain
Katie Musselman
mussehna@seattleu. edu
If the Prime Minister ofFrance, J-aques
Chirac, or Indian Prime Minister Manmo-
han Singh were suddenly hospitalized,
would there be a worldwide media frenzy
covering his condition hour to hour?
Simply put, a leader of a small nation
of 6.2 million would not ordinarily seem
to be a political disaster. However, when
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon was
hospitalized for a massive stroke last
week, the world watched and waited to
see if political shambles would begin
falling.
Sharon's condition is steadily improv-
ing, and his doctors are now beginning to
wean him off the drugsresponsible for his
medically-induced coma. However, after
suffering a massive hemorrhagic stroke,
it will take months, if not years, for the
recovery process to take place. Doctors
maintain, however, that it is unlikely Sha-
ron will ever recover either cognitively
or physically enough to function at the
capacity which he was capable before the
stroke, thereby leaving behind any hopes
ofcontinuing in the political arena.
This comes at perhaps the most inop-
portune time as peace between the Israelis
and Palestinians hinges on the continuing
of Sharon's work.
As CNN Jerusalem correspondent
Guy Raz said in an article published
Jan. 6, "Sharon really was the only one
- the only man capable of convincing
his population that the time had come to
face reality."
Sharon, who began his influential ca-
reer in Israel as the hard-nosed defense
minister, wanted nothing but total Israeli
control over Palestinian land, and in ad-
dition was known to be responsible for
the deaths of innumerable Palestinians.
However, in recent years, Sharon has
taken a turn towards pragmatism, and
has taken bold steps towards peace, such
as uprooting Jewish settlements in Gaza,
and fighting to divide the land sought
after by both Israelis and Palestinians.
In November, Sharon left the dominant
right-wing Likud party which he helped
found in 1973 to form the new centrist
Kadima Party in order to build support
amidst a divided political state for his
proposal to turn over Gaza and parts of
the West Bank to Palestinian control.
Often times fear comes from the un-
known, which is exactly the case with
Sharon's sudden stroke. The predecessor
of Sharon will likely be his Likud right-
wing counterpart and critic, former Prime
MinisterBenjamin Netanyahu. With this
could come a complete dismantling of the
peace progress Sharon has spent years
to build.
Best case scenario: Sharon's deputy,
Ehud Omert, who is currently in charge,
will be elected as Prime Minister. As
former mayor of Jerusalem, perhaps he
will be bold enough to carry out Sharon's
work.
In any case, by Sharon's sudden stroke,
we are reminded that even the indispens-
able are subject to the laws ofmortality. A
manwho once earned war criminal status
after his campaign in Lebanon is now
depended upon by the nations of Israel
and Palestine as their broker on the U.S.
endorsed "Road Map to Peace."
The world need not wait to find out
ifSharon will wake up and be ready to
resume his place as Prime Minister.That
part we do know.
The press and world leaders are wait-
ing, I suppose, to figure out what to do
next with the strong leader who left noth-
ing to suppose now rendered cognitively







The column "U.S. Marine recruiters stir con-
troversy on campus" by Kevin Curley brought
me to question whether or not Marine recruiters
should have been givenpermission to set up tables
in front of Campus Ministry or in the Student
Center in general. I find inconsistencies in how
the university chooses which organizations they
give tables to in Student Center. Military recruiters
have every right to be present on any part of the
campus that other professional organizations are
allotted by the university.
I walk through the Student Center everyday,
and see representatives for organizations not af-
filiated with the school at tables either in front of
the Campus Ministry or on the second and third
floors of the Student Center, informing students
of job opportunities that are available to them.
The military should not be treatedany differently
from these organizations. The military provides
their members with the same types ofprofessional
opportunities thatother organizationsprovide their
own members.
Of course, I understand that there may be a
conflict of views that coexists between Campus
Ministry and the military, but the university has
to be aware that if they prevent the military from
having a table in the Student Center, then other
professional organizations that come to campus
should notbe allowed to havea table in the Student
Center either.
It is a question offairness that is raised ina con-
troversy like this. I am not pro-war, but it doesn't
seem fair that we should pick and choose which
legitimate organizations we would like to see in
the Student Center based on personal beliefs. 1
personally would like to have a large amount of job
opportunities available to me, such as the Peace
Corps, Teach for America, UPS, etc.
The concerns regarding military recruiters being
given theright to havea decent location within the
Student Center, which is also coincidently located
next to Campus Ministry, may not have arisen if
the Iraq War hadn'tbeen receiving so much nega-
tive coverage. As a result, the military has become
more vulnerable to negative criticism.
Rather than setting up barriers between the
respective parties, we should learn to get along
with each other and find a common ground, and
at the very least ignore thosewith whom we don't
share particular beliefs. In reality, both parties
have common ideals, but go about them differ-
ently. The Special Forces motto is "ToLiberate the
Oppressed." Politicians should be seen as more
of the culprits than the military; they are the ones
that send Americans to fight. Therefore, should
politicians not be allowed to be present in the
Student Center also? I don't know. My opinions
regarding this matter may be wrong,but thanks to








Returning from a quarter's sabbatical leave, 1
find the campus infested with automatic paper
towel dispensers - three in the fourth floor men's
restroom of Lemieux Library! Worse, I must
wave my wet hands before the machine to get
delivery ofa towel. Do I feel foolish or what? But
the bigger question is what we can expect next.
Automatic toilet paper dispensers? I don't even
want to considerwhatmovement will be required
to activate them.




After extinguishing the remnants of the bulletin board,
arson investigators determined that the fire was indeed a case
of arson, and with the assistance of the Seattle Police Depart-
ment made a probable cause arrest of Olson for investigation
ofarson at 9:00 a.m.
While Olson was in police custody, Sgt. Hansen of SPD
obtained a taped statement in which he confessed to lighting
the fire.
According to the prosecution office's request for bail, Olson
told police that he had ingested "crack," marijuana and alcohol
before setting the fire.
The search of Olson during his arrest yielded two light-
ers, a suspected marijuana glass pipe, a container filled with
marijuana and a plastic vile containing an unidentified orange
tablet. He was transported to the King County Jail where he
was administratively booked and released.
Olson was contacted several times for this story, but declined
to comment at the time.
His case is currently under judicial review at Seattle Uni-
versity. Through the judicial process, Olson will go before the
hearing office to determine ifhe poses an immediate threat to
campus.
"A couple ofthings have no place at SU- violence, assault,
academic dishonest... and arson," said Kelly
Although neither Kelly nor Alvin Mangosing, residence
hall director ofCampion Hall, could comment on whether the
student was previously documented in the conduct system,
Kelly stated, "If he had been in a situation where we needed
to continuously watch him, we would."
During a floor meeting following the incident, Mangosing
expressed the need for residents of the floor to do more so that
situations like this can be avoided in the future.
"That floor had incidences of people smoking, it was ad-
dressed that someone was smoking, but no one wanted to point
their finger," said Mangosing. "The judicial system is to help
people, and get them the resources available. R.A.s and hall
directors can only do so much."
Some students however feel that the blame should not be
placed on them.
"[Mangosing] felt that we should have done more as a com-
munity. But some feel, myself included, that we aren't there
to baby-sit each other," said Bray. "It wasn't my responsibil-
ity."
Olson's case was transferredfrom the Seattle Police Depart-
ment in to the King County Prosecutors office in early Dec.
and the arraignment was held Dec. 13, 2005.
At the arraignment, Olson entered a plea ofnot guilty. The
presiding judge set bail at $30,000, which was posted, and
Olson was released. A pre-trial hearing, at which the trial date
will likely be set, is scheduled for Jan. 17.
Olson has been charged with arson in the first degree, which
according to Washington State law RCW 9A.48.020 includes
causing a fire or explosion which damages a dwelling, which
is a class Afelony. According to the prosecutprs spokesperson,
Dan Donohoe ifOlson is found guilty he faces 21-27 months
in prison.
Campus News
Suspect's history leads to broader admission questions
Rob La Gatta
edit
Though no injuries were inflicted by the arson
incidenton thesixth floor ofCampion on Dec. 1,
with the worst inconvenience faced by students
being forced to stand outside in the freezing
cold weather for more than an hour, the question
remains: could morehave been done to prevent
this incident from happening?
The boy behind the smoke
Arson suspect Jeffrey Olson's academic and
criminal records leave little in terms ofa paper
trail. However, it has been discovered that prior
to his enrollment at Seattle University, Olson
attended Gonzaga University in Spokane.
Multiple sources close to Olson told us he
admitted freely to them that he was kicked out
of the school after a quarter. Gonzaga would
not release this information- in part because
of theFamily Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA) - yet students who knew Olson
have said that he told them that his academic
career in Spokane came to a close as a result
of "having too much fun."
Yet, Gonzaga was not where the "fun"
ended. Olson, who should be a sophomore but
because ofhis credit transfers was enrolled at
SU as a freshman, was said to believe that he
could get away with anything, while relying
on other students to keep him in check and
watch over him.
"Of his group of friends he was the most
out ofcontrol," said Olson's former roommate
Christopher Bray, junior art history major.
Less than two weeks before the arson in-
cident occurred, Olson was caught violating
campus drug and alcohol policies in aroom-on
Campion's Health and Wellness floor.
Witnesses and otherresidents ofthe build-
ing have confirmed that he was known for a
widearray ofdrug use, which he was in pos-
session ofat the time ofhis arrest.
Olson would not respond to e-mails or
phone calls to his Edgewood, Wash. home.
Neighbors of the Olson family were contacted
but declined to comment, saying they did not
know the young man or his family.
Admissions Standards
If there is truth to the unconfirmed state-
ments regarding Olson's departure from
Gonzaga, how he managed to enroll at Se-
attle University remains to be seen. In part,
responsibility seems to lie in a lack ofcom-
munication between separate institutions.
Regarding their policy on disciplinary
records of transferstudents, theregistrar's of-
fice at Gonzaga said that depending on what
a school asks for, the most they will attach to
transcripts is a letter ofgood standing.
The representative from the Gonzaga
registra's office added thatusually schools will
want to know whether a student has had any
honor code violations during their enrollment.
However, on the Seattle University end, the
admissions office seemed to suggest it is the
school fromwhich a student is transferring that
has the responsibility to disclose disciplinary
problems - a letter ofgood standing is unneces-
sary, they said, because ifthere were aprobation
issue it would be mentioned.
SU 's admissions office also said that whether
the student was in good standing would be
included on transfer transcripts. With such dif-
fering policies, both seem to be relying on the
other to discover problems.
Catherine Walker, vice president ofAdmin-
istration and University Counsel acknowledged
that it is possible for students with bad or crimi-
nal backgrounds to slip through the cracks.
"If the school that they're leaving doesn't
note that somehow, and we don't ask the ques-
tion, then that certainly could happen."
Walker added that one of the few ways
to eliminate this problem entirely would be
performing criminal history checks on all ap-
plicants, a process that can be done by public
safety but would require time, effort and man-
power not worth the university's time.
"I think itwould be a big cultural change and
a pretty significant administrative burden if the
university startedroutinely doing criminal his-
tory checks on all their students," she said.
She also pointed out that many college ap-
plicants are still minors at the timeoftheirap-
plication and criminal records ofteens under
18 years old are either sealed or expunged.
Furthermore, the privacy issues associated
with conducting criminal background screen-
ings on all applicants wouldbe considered by
many to be a violationof privacy.
However, after the arson incident, there
have been policy changes that the adminis-
tration hopes will prevent the admittance of
unfit transfer students.
Seattle University is already oneof the few
schools in the country whose application asks
whether students have records that include
felonies or gross misdemeanors.
Michael McKeon, Dean ofAdmissions at
Seattle University, said in an e-mail that he
"intends to recommend to theAssociate Pro-
vost for Enrollment Services that we amend
our supplemental applications to inquire
whether applicants are in good social stand-
ing and eligible to return to the institutions
that they have previously attended."
This is a question not asked on the Common
Application, which is accepted at SeattleUniver-
sity. McKeon also hopes to raise the issue with
the CommonApplication Steering Committee.
Inpart, this leadsto the question ofresponsibil-
ity, and whether students shouldbeheld account-
able for their actions - whether disciplinary or
criminal - or given a second chance at another
academic institution.
"There are very few schools who note disci-
plinary issues ontranscripts for obvious reasons,"
said Walker, "and [the reason] is that college is
always presumed to be a time where students
have an opportunity to experiment, to get in
trouble, [and to] not have huge consequences
associated with it."
Walker also commented that it would go
against theuniversity's missionto exclude some-
one from admissionto SU because ofa criminal
history, except for rare circumstances.
The aftermath
Since the incident on Dec. 1, dorm life has
returned to normal around Campion Hall. The
wall damaged by the fire was replaced almost
immediately and drug use on the sixth floor has
calmed down.
"I think that those people who could be sus-
pected [of drug use] are trying to clean it up a
little, and that ifthey're doing it they're definitely
starting to take itoffcampus a lot more than they
used to," said NickAcosta, sophomore humani-
ties and teaching major and sixth floor R.A. "I
think that with one ofthosepeople gonenow, the
problem has declined a lot.. .his group offriends
hasn't really carried out like they used to."
Courtesy of myspace.com
Jeffrey Olson, freshman, was
charged with arson after alleg-
edly starting a fire in Campion.
I
Documents courtesy of the Seattle Police Department
Student faces jail time if found guilty of arson
(continued from page 1)
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Eshelman weighed in on this thought.
"I think we're trying to teach the whole student. The mind, the
body, and the spirit,"he said. "Ifyou bring together the areas thathave
responsibility for those aspects, then you'll create a more seamless
network where the intellectualand spiritual line is not so artificial."
After talking with Sundborg, the Board of Trustees decided that
Dr. Timothy Leary, the former vice president of the Department of
Student Development, would take over Eshelman's job, renamed as
Senior Vice President.
"Tim has all theabilities that you'd want for leadership," Sundborg
said.
Leary cameto Seattle University with six years experience as vice
president for student affairsand fouryears experience as assistant vice
president for student development.
"I think Leary will do a fine job," Eshelman affirmed. "He's an
experienced administrator. He knows the university well. He's an
excellent choice."
Leary will oversee all administrative departments, university plan-
ning, as well as the offices of Human Resources and Information
Technology, which will report directly to him.
"The decision to have both the seniorvice president and the provost
report directly to the president reflects the centrality ofacademics in
the lifeof the university," the president said in a Dec. 13 news release
to campus faculty.
"I'm excited for working with the Jesuits," he said. "Everything
starts and ends with the mission. How do we collaborate so that it
brings all the different aspects of the Seattle University community
together? What areas do we need to strengthen? How do we provide
an experience that's second to none?"
Leary's promotion, however, created a vacancy in the Student
Development department. With approval from the Board ofTrustees,
Dr. Robert Kelly, the former assistant vice president to Leary, was
promoted to vice president of Student Development.
"It's a great opportunity. I had never imagined it would happen
here at Seattle University," Kelly said
Kelly has a bachelor's degree in political science, a master's in
higher education and student affairs administration, and a Ph.D in
higher education policy. He has been at Seattle University for six
months, bringing experience gained as associate dean ofstudents at
the University ofVermont and as a member of the Board ofTrustees
at Loyola College since 2004.
As assistant vice president, Kelly had oversight ofresidential life,
counseling and psychological service, multicultural affairs, and the
judicial program.
"I basically assisted wherever I could," he said. "Now, I've been
working more with the vice presidents in the task ofcreating a more
holistic experience for students."
Part of this holistic experience is not only to work with the sports
teams, clubs and other organizations open to students already but
to go out and get money and resources to bring in other activities
for students.
"We are the premiere institution of the Northwest," said Kelly.
"But we can be the premiere institution of the nation. There's noth-
ing standing in our way."
Becky Lawrence
Rob Kelly is excited for the op-
portunites that the promotion to
vice president of Student Devel-
opment has given him.
News
The Seattle P-I inaccurately
reports findings in deposition
Canda Harbaugh
harbaitgh@seattleu. edu
Calls and emails poured into the administration
officelast month in response to aSeattle Post-Intel-
ligencer article that President Stephen Sundborg
regarded as "inaccurate" and "inflammatory" and
the P-I's managing editor labeled "incomplete."
The article, written by ClaudiaRowe, was titled
"Jesuit defends secrecy in priest sex case" and
subtitled "In a previous post, SU leader didn't
report abuse." It ran on Dec. 14, and spawned
Internet blogs and a discussion on KIRO radio's
Dave Ross Show.
Even after the P-I published a 15-sentence cor-
rection, admitting thestory contained "inaccuracies
and an omission," and Sundborg sent an e-mail
to students, staff, faculty, alumni and SU friends,
Internet bloggers continued to comment on the
article, unaware of the corrections made.
Similar stories ran in the Seattle Times and the
Seattle Weekly, but Catherine Walker SU's of-
ficial counsel, said they wrote their stories more
responsibly.
"The Times waitedbecause they wantedto give
Fr. Sundborg a better opportunity to explain his
situation," said Walker. "Yes, theP-I got the scoop,
but the P-l didn't get it right."
At the time, Sundborg was fundraising and
visiting alumni in Hawaii, and talked to Rowe by
phone.
"We talked to Claudia [Rowe], and she acknowl-
edged that if she had had more time and better ac-
cess to Fr. Sundborg she could have made it more
accurate," Walker said.
While Walker speculates the reason for the
inaccuracies in the P-I story stemmed from time
constraints - and the wish to "scoop" the Seattle
Times - P-I Managing Editor David McCumber
is not so sure.
"I don'tknow if the time constraints had any-
thing to do with it," McCumber said. "I think
that the story was not complete and we tried to
fix that."
The article was based on a deposition Sundborg
gave involving a lawsuit where an Alaskan priest,
James Poole, was accused ofchild molestation.
The P-I strayed from the facts by implying that
while Sundborgserved from 1990-1996as Oregon
Provincial, the top Jesuit in theNorthwest, heknew
about sexual abuse ofminors and refused to report
it. There is no evidence to prove or disprove that
claim.
"In the article, [The P-I] implicated, they sug-
gested, thatFr. Sundborg failed to report criminal
activity of which he had knowledge - and that's
absolutely false," said Walker.
Part of Sundborg's duties as provincial were to
hold private conversations with Jesuitpriests, such
as Poole, in what has been referred to as "accounts
ofconscience" or "manifestation ofconscience."
Sundborg maintains that these conversations
hold the same privilege as confession, while the
plaintiff's council asserted in the P-I story that it is
more of an "employment review."
The P-I, Seattle Weekly and Seattle Timesall de-
scribedpart of Sundborg's deposition in their article
- a part in which theplaintiff's council, JohnManly,
described a grotesque scenario that involved a
priest killing a child and telling Sunborg about it
during the "manifestationof conscience." When
Manly asked ifSunborg wouldtell police about it,
Sundborg answered, "No, I would not."
The P-I omitted one important factor that the
other newspapers did not.
"While I could never reveal anything said to
me by a Jesuit in a 'manifestation ofconscience,'
I could have and would have acted to guarantee
that young persons were protected, ifever sexual
abuse of children were mentioned," Sundborg
stated in the e-mail, a statement that McCumber
admitted should have been included.
"I believe that that sentence was inadvertently
cut out of the story in the editing process. It was in
the story when [Rowe] wrote it," said McCumber.
"I think that it is very unfortunate thatthat particu-
lar sentence was taken out."
Walker and Barbara Nombalais, SU director of
communication, worked with the P-I to correct
the misunderstanding, and agreed that Rowe and
McCumber took care of the problem in a profes-
sional manner.
"We were able to walk them through the P-I
article, paragraph-by-paragraph to point out the
inaccuracies and the erroneous implications and
suggestions raised from the way they worded the
article," said Walker.
Although the P-I article initially produced
unwarranted negative attention, it seems to have
tapered off since classes resumed this quarter.
"[The effects] are hard to gauge," said Nombal-
ais. "The president has a good reputation in this
town, so when a news story comes out that is so
out ofcharacter about what they know about him,
they tend to give him the benefit of the doubt."
When asked if SU had even considered suing
the P-I for libel, Nombalais laughed.
"The P-I ran an extensive and fairly unusual
correction to set the record straight and we are





The new year has brought many changes
to the university. Many of these changes
occurred at the executive level with some
leaving to pursue other employment op-
portunities.
Catherine Walker, the vice president
for Administration and University Coun-
sel, has accepted a full-time position at
Recreational Equipment, Inc. (REI), and
will end her six years of service at Seattle
University.
"I know her really well," Senior Vice
President Dr. Timothy Leary said of
Walker. "She's incredibly bright, a
multi-tasker like I've never seen, and has
impacted the staff in ways that make her
difficult to replace."
For the past five years, Walker has
worked with the anti-sweatshop commit-
tee, working with student clubs and The
Spectator to solve various issues.
Herresponsibilities included overseeing
the offices of Information Technology,
Human Resources, bookstore activities,
reprographics and mailing, and food
services.
"She probably has a better understand-
ing of how the university runs, [because
of] all the things she's in charge of and
helps [with], thananyone else," President
and to me personally."
According to Leary, REI is a highly
sought after organization, being the
nation's largest consumer cooperative
with more than 2 million members, and
one of the largest retailers of outdoor
clothing and equipment.
"[Catherine] had a great opportunity at
REI, and she went for it," said Leary.
Walker has been a member of REFs
board since 1998,and will now carry out
her responsibilities there as vicepresident
and General Counsel, as well as chair-
ing on the Nominating and Government
"Her new role will enable her to give
even greater support to the co-op model
of organization while
indulging her love of
the outdoors," said Sun-
this comment as she
listed the broad array




"Of course I will
miss [the university],"
she said. "I will miss
working with the stu-
According to Sund-
borg, Walker said, "I've
accepted the only posi-
tion that would ever
take me from SU."
However, Walker as-
sured that she will keep in contact with
"I see it as disengagement from busi-
ness with Seattle University, but not from
private engagement," she said.
Mary Savilla Peterson will take over
Walker's position when her service at SU
ends on Jan. 16,2006.
Peterson is a Seattle native and a gradu-
ate ofUniversity ofWashington School of
Law. She has workedwith Seattle Univer-
sity on various legal matters since 1985and
is a partner with the Miller Nash firm.
Courtesy of Seattle University
Catherine Walker will start work for REI
after working with Seattle University for
the past six years.
{continuedfrom page 1)
New faces added to the executive level at SU
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Random news across the country
Disease plaguing Hells Canyon Big Horns
ASOTIN CREEK, Wash. (AP)
- A helicopter flown by Jim Pope Jr.
emerges from the tawny hills divid-
ing the North Fork ofAsotin Creek
from the Lick Creek drainage.
Two bighorn sheep hang from a
line trailing the Hughes 500. Pope
gently lowers the bound-and-blind-
folded sheep to a field, and a swarm
ofbiologists, veterinarians and vol-
unteers swoop in tocarry the animals
to a nearby processing station.
Once there, the workers quickly
take a half-dozen samples from the
sheep,fit each with aradio collar and
ear tag and then transport them to a
nearby release site. Soon the pairof
ewes are bounding up the canyon to
return to the rest of the herd.
The entire operation is part of the
Hells Canyon Initiative, a partner-
ship between Idaho, Oregon and
Washington, the Foundation For
North American Wild Sheep and the
Oregon Hunters Association aimed
at finding answers to a perplexing
disease that continues to plague
sheep in the region.
The effort began in 1997 and
was slated to last 10 years. It was
prompted after more than 100 big-
horns in Hells Canyon died from
the pneumonia-like disease, caused
by the Pasteurella bacterium carried
by domestic livestock that produces
toxins deadly to wild sheep.
Wildlife biologist Frances Cassirer
from the Idaho Department ofFish
and Game says that despite progress,
key questions remain about how the
disease is triggered.
"I want an answer," she says. "We
definitely know a lot more and we
can build on that work."
Biologists from Idaho, Washing-
ton and Oregon are working this
week to capture, sample and collar
sheep not only from the Asotin
Creek drainage but also from the
Grand Ronde drainage near Troy,
Ore., the Lostine and Imnaha river
canyons in Oregon, Joseph Creek
in Oregon and Hells Canyon itself
in both Idaho and Oregon.
Many of the samples will be
studied at the Washington State
University College of Veterinary
Medicine, which has an endowed
chair dedicated to the study ofwild
sheep disease.
For an unknown reason, the herd
at Asotin Creek has not been as
susceptible to the disease as other
herds. Cassirer says scientists will
study the samples taken from the
herd to determine if there is a
reason.
"I think they are just lucky," she
says. Solving the mystery around
the disease could help sheep ev-
erywhere, according to Pat Fowler,
district wildlife biologist for the
Washington Department ofFish and
Wildlife at Walla Walla. "It will be a
giant leap forward. They are a very,
very touchy species to manage."
For now, managers try to keep
wild sheep and domestic sheep
separated. It is believed that do-
mestic.sheep carry the disease and
keeping bighorns away from them
can limit outbreaks.
But even when the animals are
kept apart, wild sheep can struggle
with the disease. Even after out-
breaks have subsided, the illness
continues to infect lambs, which
makes it difficult for the herds to
grow. Bighorn sheep are a highly
sought-after species for trophy
hunters.
Some hunters pay more than
$100,000 for the opportunity to
hunt trophy-quality rams. Hunting
is strictly limited, with each state
offering only a few tags each year.
Some of the tags are given to orga-
nizations like the Foundation for
North American Wild Sheep, which
auctions the tags to the highest
bidders, or to local chapters of the
group, which then raffle the tags.
The moneyraised from the auctions
and raffles is used to fund work like
the sheep capture.
the body
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC SALONS
SITE OF OPPRESSION & LIBERATION
For a full schedule on salons, to learn more
information and reasearch on salon topics, to
send feedback, or learn how to get involved
with salons, visit http://www.seattleu.edu/aca-
demicsalons or contact Mara Adelman, Ph.D. at
mara@seattleu.edu or (206) 296-5344.
Jan. 12 -Thursday
Film Series:
"The SelfMade Man "
Schafer Auditorium 7-9 p.m.
Bob Stern, 77, discovers he
is seriously ill, possibly dying.
Thinking of an in-law on life-
support, Bob decides to take
his own life to avoid that end.
His family tries to stop him.
Bob sets up a video camera and
tapes his arguments for suicide.
Daughter Susan Stern tells the
story of her father's interesting
life and talks about difficult
end-of-life choices.
Jan. 18 - Wednesday
Invasion of the Body
Featuring Linda McDermott,
College ofNursing
Wismer Center, 12-1:15 p.m.
This Academic Salon focuses
on health care providers deal-
ing with survivors of incest,
child sexual abuse, domestic
violence, rape, etc. in clinical
practice, i.e. the physical/emo-
tional care in primary care set-
tings. How to elicit, identify,
and support. Also how survi-
vors can get help, set limits,
and be assertive.
The Body Toxic




Jan. 19 - Thursday
The Combat Experience
Featuring Jack Mclain, SJ
Student Center 130,12-1:15 p.m.
Co-Sponsored with the Depart-
ment for Military Science
6 The Spectator
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ATTENTION USERS OF THE ORTHO
EVRA
CONTRACEPTIVE PATCH
Recent reports have linked the use of Ortho Evra
contraceptive patch with strokes and blood clots. If you
or a loved one used the Ortho Evra patch and suffered a
stroke or other serious side effect, please contact the
Portland law firm of Williams Love O'Leary Craine
& Powers, P.C. today at:
1 (800)-842-1595
to find out about your legal rights.
This is an attorney advertisement for legal services to be jointlyprovided by the
following law firms. The individual attorneys listed below have supervised or
approved it. Attorney at WILLIAMS LOVE O'LEARY CRAINE & POWERS, P.C. are
licensed in Oregon and Washington. Attorneys at Kraft Palmer Dαvies PLLC are
licensed in Washington. The above telephone number rings to WILLIAMS LOVE
O'Leary Craine& Powers, P.C. in Portland, Oregon.
Williams Love O'Leary Craine & Powers, P.C.
Mike Williams, F.sq.
Leslie O'Leary, Esq.




Kraft Palmer Davies PLLC
Lance E. Palmer, Esq.
Kraft Palmer Davies PLLC




Calling all writers and artists...
Fragments
Seattle University's Visual & Literary Arts Magazine
Is now accepting SUBMISSIONS
Submission guidelines are available in the English/Fine Arts Departments and
online at http://www.seattleu.edu/fragments
Submission deadline: Friday, February 24, 2006 by 4:00 PM
For any questions please contact Ryan Crawford: craw2o72@seattleu.edu
The Environmental Film Series Presents:
Koyaanisqatsi




With a haunting score and breathtaking I
imagery, the makers of Koyaanisqatsi have I
created a beautiful photographic essay I
charting the descent of humanity from the I
Organic to the mechanical. This film forces I
us to acknowledge and understand the I
consequence of replacing nature with tech- I
nological innovation. Join us for this most I •'
powerful film? ■HflH
Free food and discussion following!
Sign up at Connolly Center front desk, NOW! Call 296-6441 for more info!
lUMMUMIMM 4IA lima QfJflPfsS Email: huljevmsseattleu.edu if youCI JmiifWWP W MIC <***■ »** are interested or have questions.
Bh first trip is to Stevens Pass on Saturday, January 14!!
d.ZH Here's what you and your SU pals get: ""tgisC ,■*'llKfl •KiKDinc/ c» tE t riii » j Leave promptly from NE corner ofpqVKi BUS RIDE to Stevens, $5 for SU students _ ~ ,|BU@ (Faculty/Staff/Non-SU students $10) BanPan HaU at 9am ' leaVe SteVenS■Sfi * Discount price of $36 for LIFT TICKET "t 4:45 pm return to SU by 7pm.
WStM V>>fl L' ft tickets sold 'n advance at the group discounted rate, a saving of 20:+! Rentalpackages and lessons are also available at additional (but discounted!) cost.■jgjSHj RESERVE a space on the buses NOW by paying your fee at the Connolly Center frontl9Km desk. Limited seats. Fees must be prepaid to get discounts and reserve space on bus.■S<fcdEr] Upcoming Snow Trips: Sat January 28'" Ski Bus to Crystal "# V/V* Sat/Sun Feb. 4/5 - Overnight to Mt. Baker *Sat. February IS" , - Ski Bus to Stevens^^fc
ftpSalll Need some exercise, and want to make Flf'nOC&C f^hsißlAtVfflAEl it interesting? The Leisure Education n»IMWM> WllqHtgffl||lg
Program (LEP) classes are just the ticket■nil Stji for you! LEP offers a variety of fitness and / W^ J° ,n three °f yOUr SUBggM?ll exercise classes such as: /r<TH|fc fnends to make a team
HfIHK J&AJimTr for the F 'tness ChallengeIcp 2006' The Challen§ e is a
// «*»V»« VIUOw&O six-week wellness incen-
M^P jgß /l& - Karate, HuSa, Salsa, Hip tive program designed to motivate SU[iJ mr\ Fencing, Kickboxing, students, staff, and faculty to achieve am\ HydroFit' Aerobics, Boxing, healthier life style. Teams of four com-BSb U\C Yoga. Swimming, & MORE!! pete by earning points weekly for
W u healthy activities such as exercising,■■K f They're easy on your eating well, not smoking, and flossing.I V budget with small fees, and Be |i eve it or not it% FUN! Bragging
El \ won'ttake too much of your rights and cool prizes for the winnersVHK Stl J \ tlmeMostclassesare Just after 6 weeks.an hour, you chose how , ,
.. Learn more at one of the threemany t,mes a week. .nfo Meetings (30mins) that will be
WSfM SIGN UP NOW, as classes begin Jan. 9th, he 'd ,n WyC ° ff En S2OO:l> and quickly sell out! To register: visit the 1/11 WEDS 12:15pm,ESj Connolly Center front desk, fill out a form 1/11 WEDS 4:30 pm, or
and pay the class fee! 1/12 THURS 12:15pm
— Signup by noon 1/13, BEGINS JAN 16
Erfl fof the complete class schedule go to:KJM www.seaHleu.edo/jfudent/re.sports/ For more »'*«•"«»««>"' <»««*» "9" »P
Leisure Ed/index online, vls»: WWW.SEATTtEU.EDM/STUD»rT/RECSPORTS/FITNESS/I^OEXJVSP
Local &International News
Seattle Seahawks' Shaun Alexan-
der, right, carries the ball against
the Tennessee Titans Pacman
Jones in the second quarter of
their NFL football game on Sun-
day, Dec. 18, 2005 in Nashville,
Tenn.Alexander set an NFL record
for touchdowns, led the league in
rushing and ran away with The
Associated Press Most Valuable
Player award Thursday. Alexander
spearheaded the Seahawks' rise
to the best record in the NFL, in-
cluding a victory over the league's
other 14-2 team, the Colts. It was
the most productive season in
Seahawks history, one in which
Alexander scored 28 touchdowns
and rushed for 1,880 yards. (AP
Photo/John Russell)
State receives smokin' report card
from American Lung Association
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) - A smoking ban and
the third-highest cigarette tax in the nation helped
Washington state earn two A's on theAmerican Lung
Association's annual report card Tuesday.
The state earned anA for both smoke-free air and
cigarette taxes. It received a B for prevention and
control spending, and a C for its job curbing youth
access to tobacco products.
"We commend both policy-makers and the voters
for helping lung health for our state," said Paul Pay-
ton, the association's state communications director.
"We hope that this means the state is always looking
at health as a priority."
Ayear ago, the association graded Washington as
an underachiever - two C's and two B's.
Initiative 901, the most far-reaching smoking ban
in the nation, passed inNovember with approval of63
percent of the voters. Lawmakers last year increased
the cigarette tax to 52.025 per pack.
The association was still concerned that minors
have easy access to tobacco products, picking up free
samples at concerts or purchasing tobacco without
being asked for identification.
Tobacco companies spend about $ 180 million in
marketingproducts in Washington, significantly more
than the $29 million the state spends on prevention,
according to the state Department of Health. The
federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
has requested that Washington spend a minimum of
$33 million to curb tobacco use.
"It requires us to use some of the tactics they use,"
said Health Department spokesman Tim Church.
"We're always looking for new angles - billboards,
buses, television - to reach kids and young adults."
Nearly 8 percent ofmiddle school students and 13
percent ofhigh school students smoke, according to
the lung association. More than J 9 percent of adults
are smokers. The association's statistics did not in-
clude users ofsmokeless tobacco.
With strong prevention techniques, the state has cut
youth smoking rates in half since 1999, Church said.
Adult rates have fallen from 22 percent.
If those rates continue to fall up to 2010, the state
will save $3 billion in smoking-related health care
costs, the Health Department estimates.
"While we're proud of the steps we've made, we
still have a long way to go," Church said.
The American Lung Association will push for a
larger cut of tobacco tax revenues during the upcom-
ing session, and will likely focus on protecting the
smoking ban and sin taxes, Payton said.
"We have to keep our eyes open to make sure what
we have achieved stays there so that we don't fall
back," he said.
Palestinian gunmen try to
kidnap parents of Rachel Corrie
RAFAH, Gaza Strip (AP) - Palestinian gunmenwho
burst into a house, apparently to kidnap the parents of
Rachel Corrie, left without them after learning their
daughter was the woman killed in 2003 as sheprotested
the demolition of a house in the southern Gaza town,
according to their host.
Samir Nasrallah, in whose house Craig and Cindy
Corrie werestaying, saidthey left Gaza safely after the
incident, which was part ofa militantrampage through
the town Wednesday.
The five gunmen appeared to be affiliated with the
ruling Fatah movement, according to Nasrallah, but it
was not clear ifthey were from the group that block-
aded theborder with Egypt and took over government
buildings.
Corrie, 23, a student at TheEvergreen State College
in Olympia, Wash., was crushed to death by an Israeli
bulldozer as she tried to stop it from demolishing
Nasrallah's house. Her parents have repeatedly visited
Nasrallah since.
This past summer, the Comes toured seven states,
including Washington, with the Nasrallah family, to
talk about their daughter and her social causes. They
have become active in Palestinian issues and joined
The Rebuilding Alliance, an organization that helps
rebuild Palestinian homes and schools.
An Israeli army investigation concluded that
Corrie's death was accidental. Officials have said the
driver of the machine could not see the woman - a
claim activists have fiercely disputed and her parents
are challenging.
In March, the Corries sued Caterpillar Inc., the com-
pany that made the bulldozer that ran over their daugh-
ter, arguing that Caterpillar violated international and
state law by providing specially designed bulldozers to
Israeli Defense Forces, knowing the machines would
be used to demolish homes and endanger people.
When the lawsuit was filed, Caterpillar issued
a statement expressing concern over Middle East
unrest, but said with more than 2 million Caterpillar
machines used in the world, "We have neither the
legal right nor the means to police individual use of
that equipment."
The Corries are also pursuing separate claims in
Israel- against the state of Israel, the Israeli Defense
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Living in a WinterWonderland
/is we find ourselves in Winter Quarter, many students bury their heads
in schoolwork and jobs. Many seem unaware of the beautiful landscapes
and wilderness surrounding the area. Numerous locations are only a short
distance away from the busy urban atmosphere of Seattle.
From the windswept beaches of the Olympic peninsula to the powdery
snow at the Crystal Mountain Ski Area, there is something for everyone
to do outdoors. Whether you enjoy the rush ofa downhill ski slope or the
quiet solitude of a scenic overlook, having fun in the outdoors allows one
to reconnect with nature and to relieve the stress of the weekly grind.
These pages highlight areas of interest for those who are looking to
explore our scenic wilderness. Whether you are looking for a daytrip or
a weekend excursion, this guide summarizes some ofthe best that West-
ern Washington and Oregon have to offer in terms of outdoor activities
during the winter.
Olympic National Park
The Olympic National Park offers visitors a wide va-
riety of terrains and settings within a single park. From
the snowy and remote mountains of the Olympic range to
rainforests to the rocky beaches, visitors can experience
what they like and will need more than one visit to see all
the park has to offer.
The park offers a wide variety of activities including
hiking, skiing and mountaineering. The ski area features
10 trails, all located within the national park, and has
the distinction of being the westernmost ski area in the
United States.
Main Places of Interest
IU Hurricane Ridge: This is the site ofthe Olym-
pic Visitor Center as well as the national park's ski area.
Hurricane Ridge allows visitors a quick daytrip into the
Olympics as well as scenic hikes, views and skiing.
Lake Quinnault: Visiting this scenic lakelets
visitors be close to both the temperate rainforests as well as
the scenic shores ofLake Quinnault. Bring a raincoat as the
area receives over 10 feet of rainfall every year. The lake
is accessible by either State Highway 101 or by using bus
transportation. For less than $6, an adventurous person can
take public transit all the way to Lake Quinnault in about
the same time as it would take to travel by car.
l3] Kalaloch: The beautiful and rugged ocean
beaches can be experienced by visiting Kalaloch. There
is a lodge as well as two campgrounds in this part of
the national park. Reservations for the campground are
only needed during summer months. The rocky beaches,
complete with driftwood and large outcroppings, have a
natural beauty unmatched by the more sandy beaches of
the southern Washington coast.
4j Lake Crescent: Tranquil Lake Crescent is
located at the northern edge of Olympic National Park.
Visitors have the option of either camping or staying in
one of the many lodges adorning the shore. Given the cli-
mate, camping is best kept to the summertime, but winter
lodging is available on the weekends in both lodges and
cottages. Hiking trails surround the lake for those looking
to explore the neighboring forest.
Cost
Individual- $5 (Seven-day pass)
Vehicle- $15 (Seven-day pass)
Hurricane Ridge Ski Area: Call (360) 457-4519 for
prices and pass information.
Transportation
Located west ofSeattle. Travel time varies depending on
the area of the park one is visiting. The park visitor center
is about three hours from Seattle. All areas of thepark can
be reachedby U.S. 101. Bus service is also availableeither
through charter buses or Greyhound. Public transit buses
are also available through various county agencies.
More information
General information about Olympic National Park:
http://www.nps.gov/olym/index.htm
Hurricane Ridge Visitor Center: Call (360) 565-3131
Lake Quinnault: (360) 288-2444
Kalaloch Visitor Center: (360) 962-2283
Lake Crescent Ranger Station: (360) 928-3380
A view of Mount Rainier, the tallest mountain in the Cascade Rang
A map showing western Washing-
ton and northern Oregon (above)
and an inset of the Olympic pen-
insula (top left). A scenic beach in
the coastal part of the Olympic Na-
tional Park (middle left). The west
slope of Mt. Olympus (bottom left).
Seattle university Ski Trips
The Outdoor Adventure and Recreation Program (OAR) is offering four snow trips to local ski areas for the Winter
Quarter. The cost is $5 for students and $10 for faculty/staff. Discounted lift tickets, rental packages and lessons are also
avaliable. Go to the front desk of the Connolly Center to reserve a spot. For more information: huljevm@seattleu.edu
The dates for the trips are:
Sat. Jan. 14-Stevens Pass
Sat. Jan. 28- Crystal Mountain
Sat./Sun. Feb. 4,5- Mt. Baker
Sat. Feb. 18- Stevens Pass
Price Guide
Bus Fee: $5
Lift Ticket: $35.77 for Stevens Pass, $47 for Crystal Mt.
Equipment Rental: $26.83 for Stevens Pass, $25 for Crystal Mt.
Beginner Package: $59 for Stevens Pass, $40 for Crystal Mt.
For information about a Seattle community rideshareprogram contact; Jered Carterjeredcar@mac.com
8
Mt. Hood Meadows
If you are looking to leave Washington for a snow trip,
Mt. Hood offers a unique experience on Oregon's tallest
mountain. In addition to downhill skiing, Mt. Hood also
offers Nordic skiing on the weekends.
Cost
Day pass: $41-48 and $5 more on peak weekends in
Jan. and Feb.
Rentals: Skis/boots- $27 (does not includerecommended
helmet rental of$20)
Nordic skiing: First day lesson and rental for $35
Transportation
Roughly five hours from Seattle. Mt. Hood is located
east of Portland and accessible by car. Park & Ride trips
from Portland are available through TicketMaster.
Hours of Operation
Day Skiing: 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Night Skiing: 3 p.m.-9 p.m.
More Information
Visit www.mthoodmeadows.com or call 800-SKI-HOOD
An inset map of the Cascade Mountains
(top). A snowboarder tries his best dur-
ing the Style Session contest, held at Mt
Baker in December (above). A view of
Magic Mountain in the North Cascades
taken on the Cascade Path Trail (below).
11l Mt. Baker
Mt. Baker is a ski resort located north of Seattle that is
generally more local and less commercial than other area
ski resorts. The resort is known as having the highest
boarder-to-skier ratio and is also said to be the birthplace
ofsnowboarding.
"We are unique in that we havethe most average annual
snowfall in North America," stated Amy Howat, marketing
assistant for Mt. Baker Ski Resort.
Cost
College rates for weekdays: $33.54.
Weekend and holiday passes: $37.64.
Rentals: $28.36 (skis)/$30.21 (snowboard)
Transportation
Three-hourdrive timefrom downtown Seattle. The Bell
Air Baker Shuttle ($lB for college students with IDs) is
offered from Bellingham.
More information
www.mtbaker.us or call (360) 734-6771
2jThe Summit at Snoqualmie
The closest snow resort to Seattle allows visitors to ex-
perience the wonders of the outdoors while still remaining
a short drive from Seattle.
"Wehave the best access to any ski resort in the country.
We are the only resort I know of that is only a 45-minute
drive from a major metropolitan area with a six-lane in-
terstate," noted JohnPretty, the public relations manager
ofThe Summit at Snoqualmie Pass.
Transportation
Less than an hour away from Seattle, located in Sno-
qualmie Pass off Interstate 90. Accesible by private car
or various bus packages.
Costs
Lift tickets: daily $47.53/ night skiing $32.35
Ski and snowboard rentals: $34.58
Snowshoeing: $10 for trial ticket. $14 for rental.
Nordic skiing: $10-14 for ticket depending on the day
of the week. Rentals are $20 all day/ $14 half day.
Hours of Operation
Open until 10 p.m., six nights a week. Nordic skiing
available Fri.-Sun.
More Information
Visit www.summitatsnoqualmie.com or call (206) 236-
7277.
3J Crystal Mountain
Crystal Mountain is the largest ski area in Washington.
It features over 50 named ski runs and has over 2,300
acres. Since it has the highest elevation of any ski area
in Washington, it is known for having better snow and
more powder.
Cost
Daily Lift Rates: All Day $50/Half Day (12:30-4:00
p.m.) $45
Night Skiing: $30
Ski Rentals: $20/Package $30
Snowboard: Step-in boards and boots. Package $30
(Credit Card required as deposit)
Transportation
About two hours southeast from Seattle. Chartered and
private bus packages avaliable in addition to OAR trips.
More Information
http://www.crystalmt.com or call (360) 663-2265
4j Mount Rainer
Mount Rainier provides the backdrop for many sunny
afternoons in Seattle. The mountain also has a lot to of-
fer visitors. During the winter months, visitors can enjoy
cross-country skiing and snowshoeing in addition to
downhill skiing and snowboarding.
Cost
Individual: $5 for a seven-day pass
Vehicle: $15 for a seven-day pass
Annual pass: $30
Transportation
Around a three-hour trip from Seattle. One is advised
to check road and weather conditions, especially during
the winter months.
Public transportation options
Ashford MountainCenter Shuttle (360-569-2604)
Gray Line ofSeattle (800-426-7505)
More Information
http://www.nps.gov/mora/home.htm




Winter break basketball re-cap: where they stand now
Winless on the road hurts men's record
Katie Musselman
musselma@seattleu. edu
This season's men's basketball team has
taken a record breaking turn from last
year. The end of winter break marked
the first time since the 1968-69 season
that the Redhawks were at eight wins
and two losses for the season after
playing three games against Cal State
Bakersfield (94-83), Humboldt (77-67),
and Western Oregon (80-77).
Their secret: team depth combined
with the mid-court defense trap and
forced turnovers. As has been the case
inprevious years ofSeattle athletic team
success, team depth can determine a
good team from a championship team.
As can be seen in the men's soccer
2004 championship season, the coach
and players agree that the number one
driving force, aside from athletic talent,
was team depth that was present on and
off the field.
"As a coach you can talk all you want,
but if you don't have good leadership
and team maturity, you don't win the
game," said head coach Joe Callero.
Seattle has much more to thank than
team depth for the many wins. Seattle
has been leading the league in steals and
turnovers, according to Callero. In addition,
the team's use ofits three to four defenses,
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temperatures. However, the team was re-
minded ofthe benefits ofhome court advan-
tage. Seattle has lost four of the five games
on the road this season, while remaining
undefeated at home.
"Its justhard [playing away]," said Seattle
forward Jeffrey McDaniel. "The weather
conditions, the traveling, the gyms are differ-
ent, and the atmosphere is totally different.
We needed to step it up, and we did —just
not to the level needed to win."
























has been to go
into half time
in each game
with a lead, spending most of its shooting
energy in the first half. However, with both
Alaskan games, theteam realized that it was
going to take more than a first half lead to
snatch the win.
The game was close against Alaska-
Fairbanks with a score in the last minute
of80-77. However, Seals sunk a clutch
three-pointer in the remaining eight
seconds of the game, forcing the game
into overtime. Unfortunately Alaska
came away with the 94-92 victory.
"I think we played better [in Alaska]
than we played at home," said McDan-
iel. "We played some o.k. games here,
but if we played o.k. games on theroad
we would have lost by 20."
According to Callero, the team depth
will help the Redhawks bounce back
from their recent losses in Alaska, as
well as having home court advantage.
"We lost two games in California
before winterbreak, and then we came
back to win three in a row," said Cal-
lero.
Whilekeeping team morale high with
leadership and maturity is key to future
wins, the Redhawks more importantly
came away from the beginning of the
season with an understanding of what
needs to be improved. Specifically,
according to Callero, shooting, de-
fensive rebounding, and overall team
turnovers.
"Bakersfield shot [well] from the
field," said McDaniel, "and even though
we didn't shoot well, we still found a way
to win."
Seattle will have to continue finding a way
to win this week with two games against
thirdranked Western Washington on Jan. 12,
and Central Washington on Jan. 14.
Guard Bernard Seals
scored 28 points in
the win against Ba-
kersfield 94-83. .
Forward Jeffrey McDan-
iel scored his I,oooth
career point in the
winning game against
Humboldt 77-67.
Defense key to six-game win streak
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattleu. edit
After dropping the first three games of
the season, the women's basketball team
ripped through their next six op-
ponents. During the final weeks of
the fall quarter and winter break,
the women went 6-0, sweeping
their two opponents in the Dave
Cox Classic and destroying St.
Martin's by 34 points. The last
time the Redhawks went on a.
Kutive six-game winningyas 12 years ago during the
1992-93 season.
In the 6-0 run, the women based
their strategy on defense - an
obvious impact that stopped their
Ints in their tracks,start our training with de-Coach Dan Kriley said. "Itmndation; our defense dic-(w we run the offense."
Another reason for the success
of the team was based on the
health of the players.
"At the beginning of the season
we were hurt," Kriley said. "Hav-
ing all 12 women healthy really
contributed to our success."
•
women also set a GNAC
for most steals in a game
22 against St. Martin's.
Junior Laura Jones led the team
with six steals followed by sopho-
Sobczak who scored
nts, grabbed six rebounds
ur steals. The Redhawks forced 31
ers against St. Martin's, a common
occurrence for the team this year.
"We have a young team, but they have all
bought into the defense," Kriley added.
With the leadership of Laura Jones,
team has quickly become a threat in the
conference. The team has only two seniors,
AmandaKerr and Chantell Burch - but the
meat of their team lies with the juniors and
sophomores.
"Laura Jones is a great leader on the
team," Coach Kriley said. "She leads by
example and is an inspirational leader."
In last week's game against Seattle Pa-
cific, Jones scored nine points with three
assists and two steals. She usually plays
30 minutes per game and contributes to
all aspects of the game, often leading the
team in steals.
JuniorAshley Brown, one oftwo transfer
students from Division I Portland State, is
making an impact with the Redhawks. As
a starting guard, Brown has amassed 46
assists and 57 points.
Another young member of Kriley's
mi ■ mii ii ii| team is sophomore guard
Jackie Thomas. Although
she was replaced from
the starting lineup by this
year's recruiting class,
Thomas provides the
depth off the bench need-
ed to outlast Redhawk
opponents. Thomas has
contributed both on the
defense and offense side
of the court, with more




Ary-Turner, has yet to
fully make her mark on
the team, but has had
moments of glory this season. On mul-
tiple occasions this season she has led the
team in points and at 5'10" she has made
her presence known in the paint. Against
Northwest University on Dec. 17, Ary-
Turner had 12 points, seven rebounds, four
assists, three blocks and two steals.
JoeyAnchondo
Guard Jackie Thomas in the game against
SPU.
JoeyAnchondo
Forward Kamrica Ary-Turner shoot-
ing in the 67-54 loss against SPU.
The Spectator
Jan. 11,200610
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Seattle University women's basketball
could not continue their six-game winning
streak Saturday afternoon when they lost
67-54 to no. 25 nationally ranked Seattle
Pacific at Brougham Pavilion. Though
both teams posed quality defense, Seattle
was not able to hold off SPU, particularly
during their second half scoring streak
of23-6 which extended their lead by 30
points.
"Obviously they hadalO minute period
in the second halfwhere they justbeat us,"
Seattle head coach Dan Kriley said.
| SPU set the pace early in the game
with a 14-4 lead hardly halfway into the
first half. They had quick transitions and
smoothball movement which Seattle was
unable to match.
"Tonight we were weary from travel
and being on the road, and it showed" said
Kriley. "Seattle Pacific is the best team
in this conference...there really were no
surprises in the way SeattlePacific played,
we justdidn't stick to our gameplan."
Seattle forward Taryn Brennan, a
sophomore transfer from Western State
University in Gunnison, Colo., also men-
tioned the difficultiesof being on theroad
and having little time to prepare for the
early afternoon game.
"[SPU was] very aggressive, giving
good pressure on defense," said Bren-
nan.
Seattle forward Kamrica Ary-Turner
made a team high in total points for the
game with 13 including two three-point-
ers, four rebounds, two blocked shots
and two assists. SPU did have two girls
towering at six feet four inches, proved
problematic when Seattle tried to drive
toward the basket.
Seattle now has one main objective
towards improvement: transitional de-
fense. Seattle Pacific didn't have much
of a problem in this department as they
found a good percentage of theirpoints off
quick transitions from defense to offense,
leaving SU playing catch up.
SPU head coach Julievan Beek, in her
first year as head coach for the Falcons,
said she was impressed with how much
SU has improved from last year.
"SU presented to us good man-to-man
defense," van Beek said.
One of SPU's star players, senior
MandyWood, who collected 10points and
five flashy assists, credits the Redhawks'
improved athleticism as one obstacle her
team had to overcome from last year's
meetings.
Hope is not lost for the women's bas-
ketball team, still hold a 6-5, 1-2 GNAC
record. The team plans to taketheir season
game by game, one step at a time. The
Redhawks host theirnext two home games
versus Humboldt State on Thursday and
versus Western Oregon on Saturday, both
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The men's and women's track
and field teams kick off their
season this weekend with the
University of Washington Pre-
view on Saturday.
As a young team, starting their
fifth season in competitive play,
the Redhawks enter this year
without All-American Kelly
Fullerton, who finished her col-
legiate career last June. However,
Coach Mike Hill has high hopes
for the athletes that did return.
"I expect several ofour student
athletes —veterans and newcom-
ers alike— to give everyone a
reason to be excited about Seattle
University track and field," Hill
said.
Overall, the men's team is in
good shape for the competition
with seven quality team mem-
bers returning this year. Leading
the men's team are juniors Nick
Dols, Garrett Brown, Andrew
Lybarger, Nathan Heitzinger,
Nick Shekeryk and Robert Ren-
ninger.
"I expect Robert, Nick [Dols]
and Nick [Shekeryk] to do the
best they can to bring the best
product ofthemselves to practice
everyday - that means they will
take care to make sure they stay
healthy," Hill said. "I have great
confidence in their respective
dedications toward becoming
greater athletes."
SeniorTaylor Choyce is return-
ing for his second year on the
team after a successful first year
competing in the high jump and
long jump.Last year Choyce be-
came the first SU runner to com-
pete in the 110 hurdles, which
landed him a school record. He
also placed third in the high jump
at the GNAC Outdoor track and
field championships.
So far the men's team has
stayed healthy, a plus for compet-
ing with only 17 members.
"If they [men's team] remain
healthy and are able to work
consistently, they will go as far as
they want to go," Hill added.
For the women, staying healthy
has been the majorproblem. Four
members of the women's cross
country team are still plagued
with injuries, including top new-
comer-freshman Katie Hansen,
who is nursing a strain of her
Iliotibial Band.
Hansen made a definite impact
in cross country as the no. 2 run-
ner behind Alana Garcia. Garcia
is also injured with a strain on her
hamstring.
Seniors Katie Archambault,
Lydia Lauer and Meghan Salve-
son return for their final season
and have been heralded by Hill
as leaders ofthe team. However,
he encourages everyone on the
team to step up and lead.
I would encourage any one
of our women to step up and fill
that void [left by Garcia]," Hill
noted. "I hope it is not limited to
just one person, both within our
distance corps and throughout
our entire program."
In his first year as head coach,
Hill is excited about how his team
will perform, both the veterans
and the newcomers.
However, coming from a Divi-
sion I background, Hill expects a
lot from his athletes.
"I expect the student-athletes
on this team to have specif-
ic goals for themselves;" Hill
emphasized. I expect thatthe stu-
dent-athletes will demonstrate a
sincere effort as well as integrity
to the program and their fellow
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Arts&
Entertainment
A new year, a new high: 10 promising new
films and albums to top the best of 2005
Rob LaGatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
For movie-goers, 2005 was an extreme let-
down. Though nearly 600 films were released,
critics nationwide found themselves continually
combing over the selection - not because there
were so many winners, but because few of the
films are worthy ofsuch a title. The upcoming
year looks somewhat more promising.
10 Most Anticipated
Films of 2006
1. Police Beat (N/A, TBA 2006)
Debuting to rave reviews at the Sundance
Film Festival in 2005, this police film based on
real events has yet tobe distributednationwide.
This was filmed entirely in Seattle and co-writ-
ten by Charles Mudede, a police reporter for
The Stranger. His weekly column follows an
African immigrant bike cop as he goes through
a week on the job. Flere's to hoping it makes its
way to screens this year.
2. The Black Dahlia (Universal, TBA 2006)
The Black Dahlia murder is one of the most
fascinating crimes of the 20th century, where
aspiring actress Elizabeth Short was found bru-
tally murdered on a street corner in Los Angeles
in the 19405. The killing was never officially
solved, but more information has been found.
This film, based upon James Ellroy's novel and
directed by Brian De Palma (Scarface), has
some serious potential.
3. Miami Vice (Universal July 28, 2006)
Michael Mann made a horrible mistake by
not calling on Don Johnson and Philip Michael
Thomas to reprise their roles as Crockett and
Tubbs, respectively. Even worse is the fact that
they are being replaced by Colin Farrell and
Jamie Foxx. Still, there is potential. If Mann
can capture the essence of the two hard-hitting
detectives and the incredibly stylized aspect
of the television show, the casting may be
forgiven.
4. Thank You For Smoking
(Fox Searchlight, Mar. 17, 2006)
This is a dark comedy about a main advocate
for a big tobacco firm who doesn't want to ap-
pear as a bad influence to his pre-teen son. It
looks like a more light-hearted look at tobacco
companies and how they operate.
5. Snakes On A Plane
(New Line Cinema, Aug. 18, 2006)
This may sound like a joke: a film titled
Snakes OnA Plane starring Samuel L. Jackson
that involves an assassin unleashing poisonous
snakes on a jetliner. Luckily for us, it isn't. This
could be Jackson's chance to come back and
have fun in a campy action film.
6. Casino Royale
(MGM/Columbia Pictures, Nov. 17, 2006)
The last few James Bond films have been
garbage. Daniel Craig (Munich, a noteworthy
2005 film) is the new face of 007, and he may




(Walt Disney Pictures, TBA 2006)
Not much is known about Apocalypto other
than that it is directedby Mel Gibson and takes
place in an ancient Mayan civilization during an
invasion. There haven't been many films that
attempted to recreate the Mayan world, so, if
nothing else, it should be interesting.
8. The Hills Have Eyes
(Fox Searchlight, Mar. JO, 2006)
A remake of Wes Craven's awful 1977 film,
the new version looks much more serious and
scary. The plotline is almost identical, and in
the right hands the story could be incredibly
disturbing.
9. Hostel (Lion's Gate, Jan. 6, 2006)
Presented by Quentin Tarantino, Hostel,
about a European hotel where visitors can pay to
kill kidnapped tourists, sounds twisted enough
to be interesting.
10. Silent Hill (TriStar Pictures, Apr. 21,
2006)
Anyone familiar with the 1990s Playstation
game will uncomfortably tell you of the horror
that overcame them as they played - an aban-
doned town engulfed in fog, demonic babies
andhideous beings that emerged out ofnowhere
to attack, which will now be brought to film.
William Crane
cranew@seattleu.edu
As a teenager, waiting for records to be re-
leased used tobe aritual ofchecking magazines
and record store listings for dates, marking
them on a calendar and then dutifully waiting
for that record to be shelved.
However, this ritual has gone the way of the
dodo. No longer in need ofrelease dates, artists
release previews of songs over websites, and the
whole idea of music distribution has changed
drastically with the influx of the Internet and the
advent ofhandheld mp3 players. People have
unprecedented access to music, with artistic
quality and creativity now becoming relevant
in an oversaturated music market.
Clearly there's a need for new records on new
horizons. This list contains 10 musical creations
for the upcoming year.
10 Most Anticipated
Albums of 2006
1. "Down in Albion," Babyshambles
(Rough Trade/Available as Import/Released
in U.S. 2006)
This much-anticipated debutalbum featuring
Pete Doherty succeeds in completely envelop-
ing the listener, making you feel as if you're
listening to a 21 st century rendition of Oscar
Wilde's The Picture ofDorian Grey, a look at
the dark side of the London underground.
Doherty became an instant star in2002 when
his former band, The Libertines, became one
of the few groups this decade to bridge the gap
between true artistic integrity and world suc-
cess. "Down in Albion" follows this tradition,
but has a more dark and sardonic quality.
The album is also more varied than The Lib-
ertines, with the reggae feel of"Stix & Stones"
to a re-recorded version of "Killamangiro," a
top-10 UK hit last year.
With tabloid stories of substance abuse
and his much-publicized relationship with
model Kate Moss, "Down inAlbion" serves as
Doherty's answer to all the critics who hope to
see him fail.
2. "A Present from the Past," Soundtrack of
Our Lives (Warner Bros., out now)
A stop-gap between recording their new
album, "A Present from the Past" is a collec-
tion featuring 23 b-sides and obscure tracks.
This Grammy-nominatedpsychedelic act has
continued to expand hearts and minds over the
course of 10years and four full-length albums,
so this one should be no different.
3. Untitled, The Raconteurs (Release date
TBA)
This as yet untitled album features JackWhite
ofWhite Stripes and Detroit songwriter Bren-
dan Benson. Hyped in London as "Detroit's
answer to [Nirvana's] Nevermind," the album is
one onwhich both White and Benson write, sing
and play guitar. IfJack White's 2004 collabora-
tion with Loretta Lynn is any indication, The
Raconteurs will take the best qualities ofboth
White and Benson's solo records and weave
them into a beautiful musical tapestry.
4. "Standing in the Way of Control,"
The Gossip (Kill Rock Stars, Jan. 24)
On their fifth album, the Gossip again shows
why they received so much attention for their
blend of ferocious, burning garage rock.
5. "Rock 'n' Roll is Dead," The Hellacopters
(Liquor and Poker Music, Jan. 24)
The kings ofSwedish rock 'n' roll return with
their sixth record. Their new record perfects
their blend of solid hard rock, with each song
demonstrating the need for more groups with
the Hellacopter's vision of total energy sound
explosion.
6. "The Hardest Way to Make an Easy Liv-
ing," The Streets
(Vice Records, Apr. 11)
Mike Skinner embodies The Streets with his
brand of disjointed rap and electronic music
that has won him many followers at home in
England as well as in America. His new record
will hopefully expand on these ideas, showing
that he can switch between hard-driving pop
songs and laid-back electronic segueways.
7. Untitled, The Zutons (Deltasonic, Release
date TBA)
After extensive touring following their debut
album, The Zutons are gearing up to release
their secondrecord. Described as more expan-
sive and creative, this record will surely help
to cement theirreputation as an artistic force in
the world ofpop music, featuring tangled guitar
lines, group vocals and saxophone solos.
8. "Foggy Notion," The Real Kids (Norton
Records, Out Now)
Criminally overlooked, Boston's Real Kids
crafted quality, raw power-pop songs and have
had a renaissance of sorts in recent years, with
theirsongs used in commercials and a success-
ful reunion tour a few years ago. Now, Norton
Records has released this collection of their
earliest recordings from 1974.
9. "Expanded Re-Issues," T-Rex (Rhino
Records, Jan. 24)
Known in America mainly for his 1974 hit
"Bang a Gong," Marc Bolan was the quintes-
sential Glitter rock star of the 19705. In the
United Kingdom, he was seen as the new Elvis.
Luckily, Rhino Records has decided to release
four ofhis lesser known albums (Tanx, Bolan's
Zip Gun, Futuristic Dragon and Work in Prog-
ress) inan expanded, re-mastered format. These
are a must-buy for fans of David Bowie, Bob
Dylan or Elton John.
10. "Senor Smoke," Electric Six (Metropolis,
Feb. 7)
This year will bring the long-awaited release
of their second album. Another round of rol-
licking of humorous disco garage-rock from
the Detroit act. You may remember them from
their well known 2003 hit "Danger! Danger!
High Voltage."
The new year brings a promising
new James Bond (Daniel Craig).





As a whole, 2005 brought us a year ofgreat
music. Emo and indie-rock broke out to domi-
nate the airwaves, while others proved that the
sophomore slump would not beat them. To pick
just 10 albums that rocked the music world was
a difficult task.
Top 10 Albums of 2005
1. "From Under the Cork Tree," Fall Out
Boy (Island, May 2005)
Even though "Sugar, We're Going Down"
was overplayed during the summer, the fact still
doesn't take away the greatness of the album.
It is the epitome of the turn music is taking,
pop punk songs with emo lyrics that make girls
swoon and boys feel like it's cool to be emo-
tional. Fall Out Boy has created a masterpiece of
an album that has each song flowing seamlessly
into the next. Bassist and lyricist Paul Wentz
wrote energetic songs about insecurities, broken
hearts and fame. They are bittersweet songs that
make one wonder how someone would break
any of these boys' hearts.
2. "Extraordinary Machine," Fiona Apple
(Sony, Oct. 2005)
This is her best effort by far, and it was worth
the several years' wait. Through the turmoil of
songs that leaked on the Internet and rerecord-
ing, Apple was able to produce an album that
mixed the best parts ofher previous two. There
are songs like the title track, which are poppy
andreminiscent ofby-gone decades. Then there
are the piano-heavy songs like "O Sailor" that
remind listeners of the Apple they fell in love
with years ago.
3. "I'm Wide Awake, It's Morning," Bright
Eyes (Saddle Creek, Jan. 2005)
Connor Oberst did it again, creating a fantas-
tic album loaded with great songs that show-off
his unique voice and style. While each of the
songs holds merit, it is "First Day of My Life"
that is the stand out of the album. Its beauti-
fully-written lyrics about falling in love make
your heart melt every time you hear it.
4. "Late Registration," Kanye West (Roc-a-
fella, Aug. 2005)
For many artists, trying to top their first album
is a difficult task, but not for West. His second
album features some great collaborations not
only with Jamie Foxx on "Gold Digger," but
also with Maroon s's Adam Levine on "Heard
'Em Say." It is an album worthy of all the praise
and Grammy nominations it has received.
5. "Awake is the New Sleep," Ben Lee (New
West Records, Feb. 2005)
Lee's latest album is one of his best. While
the Australian singer/songwriter was able to
stay under the radar with his previous work,
it was this album that had his songs playing
on television shows, trailers for movies, and
him performing on the late night circuit. He
is a wonderful lyricistwho writes passionately
about life, heartbreak and love.
6. "Wreck of the Day," Anna Nalick (Sony,
Apr. 2005)
Nalick is a poignant singer/songwriter who
hit the nail on the head with her debut album.
Her lyrics are poetic and flow nicely with the
melody of the songs. The best part about her
album is that there are a variety ofsounds and
she is able to perfect each one of them. The
choice songs on the album are "Paper Bag" and
"Consider This."
7. "Disenchanted Hearts Unite," Tullycraft
(Magic Marker, May 2005)
Seattle veteran popsters created a brilliant
album that was a fantastic way to start out
spring. Their music is upbeat and you cannot
help but be in a good mood after listening to it.
The choruses are catchy and, while the lyrics
seem to be filled with inside jokes, you don't
end up feeling excluded.
8. "Oh No," Ok Go (Capitol, Aug. 2005)
This was another album that had fans wait-
ing for years — and it was worth it. It is the
group's second album and they were able to
create something just as catchy and great as
the first. The songs are full of timed handclaps,
good guitar riffs and lyrics that are fun to sing
along with.
9. "Bye Bye Beaute," Coralie Clement (Net-
twerk Records, Feb. 2005)
Clement is a fantastic French singer who
incorporates a variety of sounds including mod
type music and slow ballads. Though I don't
speak French, 1 still feel moved by the music.
This alburn proves that music is universal and
everyone can appreciate a wonderful voice.
10. "Monkey Business," Black Eyed Peas
(A&M, June 2005)
Black Eyed Peas' distinctive sound returns on
this album. The beats are good, the lyrics are
catchy and the album overall is just fun. And
the fact that it does not take itself too seriously
(i.e. "My Humps") is the main appeal.
That sums up the Top 10for last year, and
now the newyear's music scene is sure to stir
up some excitement.
Fall Out Boy's comes out big with, "From Under the Cork Tree
theORBIT
On and off campus events that'll make your week spin.
THURSDAY, 1/12
Classic Jews: A Staged
Reading
Bennroya Hall (200 University)
7:30 p.m.
Voyager One w/ Mercir, Melody
Unit




Master of Suspense: The Cinema
of Alfred Hitchcock presents
"The Thirty-Nine Steps"




14/48: The World's Quickest The-
ater Festival






Speaker Speaker w/ The Four
Color Process, Martian Memo to
God, Linus Kill Lucy




Superlight Battle of The Bands
Finals











14/48: The World's Quickest The-
ater Festival






Silent Movie Sundays presents
"Carmen"
Paramount (911 Pine St.)
4 p.m.
$9 studentlsl2
Superlight Battle of The Bands





EMP Liquid Lounge (325 sth Ave.)'









The Listening w/ Aaron Spiro,
Model Photographer, Whitfield










Bad Ju-ju Lounge (925 E. Pike)
9 p.m. Df/11 p.m. live band
FREE
21+
"Jack: The President and Mrs.
Lincoln" play reading and dis-
cussion











Colin Meloy (Decemberists) w/
Laura Veirs










Jessica Weiner author of Do I
Look Fat in This?




Pop-culture Trivia & Karaoke
Night





Belle & Sebastian w/ The New
Pornographers
3125
Paramount (911 Pine St.)
7 p.m. doors/8 p.m. show
$30
All-ages
Tickets on sale Sat. 1121, 10 a.m.
The Spectator




THE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT MSIM
offered by the Information School of the University of Washington I
develops leaders who can strategically manage knowledge resources and
information technologies to improve the efficiency, productivity, competitive
advantage, and profitability of any organization in any setting.
ATTEND AN UPCOMING MSIM INFORMATION SESSION
Wednesday, January 18th, 2006





100. For Sale HELP WANTED:
200. Help Wanted Needed--tutor for high school
300. Volunteers teen with learning disabilities.
400. Services All subjects, excellent pay. 4-12
50Q- Forßent I hours/week, flexible. Graduate
200 student preferred. 206-523-6543.
Babysitter who loves kids needed ll™^^^^^^^^^^^^™^^^™!
for an 11 yr old boy and a 7 yr old
girl. Every other Monday ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
afternoon from 3:30 - 6:30 and Ml
occasional other times. $10/hr.
Please call Ruth (206)760-1363 or
email ruthpoin@earthlink.net. LSAT
PART-TIME NANNY/DRIVER fIL-
NEEDED ASAP for 2 girls ages
10 &7. Drive to after school Not R(^ j f()r
activities, help with homework
and entertain Tuesday - Friday tile LioA 1 .
10-12 hours per week. Must !'m Stelen Klein ' LSAT sP e;cialist. Fourteen years and
have car and love these ages of 3000 students later, I don't
.-,, .n nn , , think anyone knows morechildren. $12.00 an hour plus gas about thi/test , or how t0 teach
and expenses. Nonsmokers only it. than I do. That's why I still
i _ ~ _ , _-, „ ■ teach my own classes. That'splease. Call Carla @ 206-300- why you should call me.
75 1 My nine week course features
' 36 hours of class time with
After School Councelors Wanted S^H£»SS
15 hrs/wk $8-11 DOE. Fun price of $895.
. , ~ . , I can answer any LSAT ques-people encouraged to apply! Lead tion . let me provJe it Call now
activities, art, PE games and more for a free seminar:
Location: Madison Park. Send
cover letter and resume to Dena at (|^!iS^«lPWlT^^^ffi
dena.schuler@seattle.gov ||_BHiBIHBIB^HtiMIMMB^KeJ
Free Medical/Dental School j
|| Plus $1279.00 a month! ||
The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
SI 279 Stipend Pay
Commission as an Army Officer
For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasmussenfajusarecarmy.niil





§ Resident Assistants B
to join us next year as we build
I community with over 1,500 residents!
and make campus living a reality!1Applications are available now at the!
Front Desk of each Residence Hall.
Applications due




or stop by the Central Office in Campion 100
Marketplace
Seattle University College of Education
Reach Your Potential
Become a Leader In Student Affairs
The Student Development Administration program at Seattle University wilt prepare you to
begin or strengthen your career In student affairs on a college campus. With an adrolntetratiw
Focus and diverse stodervt body, this program offers excellent job placement nationally an«J
locally. Conveniently located In the economic and cultural center &f the Pacific Northwest.
• Over 20 local schools for interftships
• Graduate asslstarrtshlps available
• nationally recognized graduateprogram Hp ￿ '-^B^B : »*■
www,seettleu.edu/eot/
Advertise in the Spectator!






ix correct, you xuouW
fee XArunq rvqwt now.
fttHE/SUMMiT
AT SNOQUALMIE
Winter \s Were, no wono(er you Wt an to w»t tWe ffountftinx
qrooffterx, buffpx, and terrain paux.
i+'s Ju.it your bodY'x way of telf»nq you to xcore a
major xexxion. Vixit xufliffitaUnoquaWie.cofli
Tuxt Around twe corner...
A MLUOH MLte AWA/\
Campus
VoicePhotos and Interviews byJennah Tano
What memory will you take
from Winter Break and why?
tance, otherwise it would
slip from our mind to be
forgotten. Jj
Because of this we feel
it is special to that indi-
but we can take special
memories from it because
of family andfr^ds,ta^L
Now that is something
worth celebrating.
"'Uavinq a lot offriends
% andfamifij over andheinq
able to spendtime andeat
meals with them."
"'This winter (oreakstoodoutfor me
because 9 was ame to spendit with
mv\ whole family, not justmu im~
mediate family. There were more
people around. Ot was nice."
"Tzatinq at a sushi restau-
rant in 7-fawai'i named
Cjenfa Sushi ten times. Ot's
the best sushiplace ever!"
"Ocjot toqo four-wkeefmq andit
was a lot offun."
Roxy Fernandez, Nursing,
Sophomore
Davey Lagaman, Finance, Senior
Brandon Estrella, Engineering, Sophomore
Jessica Trammell, Journalism, Freshman
A MCDAN I E L
SCORES BIG,
M I RACKS UP
CAREER
POINTS
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